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MICHELLE`S HOUNTOOTH BEANIE 

 
Design: Titti Stenke @diwybytitti 

 

Pattern for private use. If you want to use my pattern in other ways please contact me for 

permission: www.virrkpannan.gmail.com 

 

 

 
 

Yarn: Scheepjes merino soft 2 balls of blue and 1 ball of white yarn 

 

Crochet hook: 4 mm 
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US crochet terminology 

 

Ch = chain 

Sc= single crochet 

Dc= double crochet 

Sl st= slip stitch 

 

Start with the ribbed band and blue yarn. 

 

First row: Ch 9,1 sc in each ch starting in the second ch from the hook = 8 sc. Turn with ch 1. 

Second row: 1 sc in each sc, but in the BACKLOOPS only. Turn with ch 1= 8 sc. 

 

Crochet in the same way, back and forth in the backloops until you made totally 96 rows. 

Sew or crochet the band together to form a ring. 

 

Crochet along one side of the ribbed band, still using the blue yarn. Start with 1 dc, and make 

every other stitch a sc and every other a dc. Totally 96 stitches. End with a sc and a sl st in the 

first dc. When making the sl st, change the colour to white and pull through the white yarn. 

Don´t cut the yarn between the colourcanges, let it follow at the inside of the beanie. 

 

White yarn: this time start with a sc and crochet every other stitch a sc and everyother a dc, 

you make the sc over the dc from the last row and the dc over the sc from the last row. End 

with a sl st and change colour. 
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Keep crocheting in the same way and change colour after each row until you made totally 37 

rows. Now it´s time to decrease the number of stitches. 

*1sc in each of the first 14 stitches, 2sc together* Repeat ** = 90sc 

*1sc in each of the first 13 stitches, 2sc together* = 84sc 

*1sc in each of the first 12 stitches, 2sc together* = 78sc 

*1sc in each of the first 11 stitches, 2sc together* = 72sc 

*1sc in each of the first 10 stitches, 2sc together* = 66sc 

*1sc in each of the first 9 stitches, 2 sc together*= 60sc 

*1sc in each of the first 8 stitches, 2sc together* = 54sc 

*1sc in each of the first 7 stitches, 2sc together* = 48sc 

*1sc in each of the first 6 stitches, 2sc together* =42sc 

*1sc in each of the first 5 stitches, 2sc together* =36sc 

*1sc in each of the first 4 stitches, 2sc together* = 30sc 

*1sc in each of the first 3 stitches, 2sc together* =24sc 

*1sc in each of the first 2 stitches, 2sc together* =18sc 

*1sc in the first stitch, 2 sc together* =12sc 

*2 sc together* =6sc 

Pull the yarn trough each of the 6 remaining stitches an pull together. Cut the yarn and sew it 

together. 
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